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Abstract

This study focuses on the experience of new UK student nurses of being mentored in the workplace (placement) setting. There is only limited nursing literature that focuses on the experience of being mentored, whilst there is significant material that examines the role of the mentor. With half of the course being spent in the placement setting, the role of the mentor is pivotal in supporting the student and their learning. Adopting a qualitative design, data was collected through small-group interviews with a cohort of first-year nursing students. Data analysis followed in the form of standard thematic analysis. The Communities of Practice model developed by Lave & Wenger was applied as a theoretical lens. Two main themes emerged from the analysis process: the process of belonging; and that of developing identity as a learner. Whilst there was consensus with the literature in that it was felt that the mentor had a key role to play in supporting and facilitating learning, the participants also felt that the mentor supported them to settle into the team. Further, it was found that until the learner felt part of the wider placement clinical team, the process of learning may be hindered. An argument is presented advocating better preparation of students for learning in the workplace setting as this will enable them to assimilate better the learning offered by mentors and the wider healthcare team.
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Introduction and background

The role of placements in the nursing course

To become a qualified nurse in the UK, students must study for three years. Half of this time is spent in the university and half in clinical practice, with a total of 2,300 hours in each setting (Nursing & Midwifery Council, 2008). Whilst the Nursing & Midwifery Council (NMC) provides no standard or generic definition of a placement, the wider literature speaks of the purpose of a placement being to develop knowledge, skills and values and to become a skilled and confident professional practitioner. This view is supported by a number of authors who argue that placements are vital in the development of practical knowledge and skills (Billett, 2001; Flott & Linden, 2015; Franklin Torrez & Krebs, 2012; Guile
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& Griffiths, 2000; Woodward, 2013). Other literature emphasises the importance of supporting students in practice because of the challenges posed by entering complex and potentially challenging clinical areas (Andrew et al., 2009; Manning et al., 2009; Mulholland et al., 2008; Pryjmachuk et al., 2009; Watson et al., 2009).

**Mentor selection and training**

At the time of writing (2019), the NMC has begun the process of introducing new practice support roles for nursing students. Mentors are to be replaced by two new positions: a Practice Supervisor, who will support learning and facilitate opportunities to engage in practical clinical learning, and a Practice Assessor who will lead on the assessment requirements (Nursing & Midwifery Council, 2008). This research was undertaken whilst the mentor role was wholly in existence but the term mentor no longer applies to pre-registration nursing courses starting from September 2019 onwards. In future, the Practice Supervisor will be responsible for what could be viewed as the traditional role of the mentor; this includes responsibility for teaching, providing advice and guidance, and for facilitating learning experiences. The Practice Assessor will lead on assessment requirements.

Whilst there is limited literature that outlines the purpose of a placement (Foster et al., 2015), the NMC is very clear that, whilst in practice, a qualified mentor must be allocated to facilitate the practice learning experience (Nursing & Midwifery Council, 2008). However, there is no consideration of how learning occurs in practice settings or how mentors can facilitate the process. Instead, learning appears to be taken for granted. Registered nurses can obtain a mentoring qualification by completing an approved mentor preparation module at a university which ensures that they are competent to teach and assess a learner in the practice environment. The mentor holds responsibility for the facilitation of learning, the assessment process and the general welfare of students whilst in the clinical setting.

**The concerns that motivated the research**

As lecturers working in a School of Health Sciences, my colleagues and I teach students the theoretical side of nursing. In doing so, I am able to ensure that all students in a cohort group receive the same information, delivered in a relatively uniform style. The mentor’s role is perceived as helping students to put theory into practice, although as was noted above, this view is sometimes questioned in the literature: I will return to this in my conclusion. Whilst in the university, a student is supported by many lecturers, whereas the practice mentor–student relationship is 1:1, and as such dependent upon the relationship between the two.

Taking all of the above into consideration, the identified research question was *What is the student nurse experience of being mentored during placements?* The following section will provide a brief overview of the existing literature surrounding such experience.

**Literature review**

My work within the university meant that I was aware there was a wealth of literature available in the field of nurse mentorship, and as a result I wanted specifically to identify material in the field of the ‘student experience’. The databases used in the literature search were British Nursing Index (BNI), Cumulative Index for Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) and PubMed®, as they are recognised, credible databases that are used and consulted widely in the field of nursing. Boolean search operators were employed to increase the likelihood of positive search results.

Four main themes were identified, and are summarised in the remainder of this section.

**The role of the mentor**

A qualified and named mentor must be allocated to each nursing student on a placement (Nursing & Midwifery Council, 2008; 2010), in either the acute environment (hospital) or the community environment (primary care – GP surgery, district nursing, etc.).
Staff not holding a mentor qualification may act in an associate or ‘buddy’ mentor capacity, supporting both the main mentor and the learner, but in nursing practice, mentors are seen as the main facilitators of learning who act as a signpost by assisting the learner to identify educational opportunities to develop their nursing practice ([Nursing & Midwifery Council, 2008]. Allocation of mentors to students is managed internally by the placement setting ([Royal College of Nursing, 2007]. Literature that outlines the requirements of a mentor is minimal; this concern highlights the need for research into the experiences of nursing students, although there is a strong body of literature ([Casey & Clark, 2011; McIntosh et al., 2014; Rylance et al., 2017; Walsh, 2010]) that looks at the experiences of mentors in their role. For learners, it is of importance that the experience of developing nursing skills in placements is a positive one, and this responsibility aligns closely with the mentor.

Recent literature sees the mentor having two functions: teacher and assessor ([Cooper et al., 2015; Helminen et al., 2014; Mead et al., 2011; Price, 2012]). This view does not fit with the traditional view of mentoring, where assessment is not viewed as the responsibility of a mentor ([Clutterbuck, 2004]). The literature identifies the student’s expectations; in this light, a nursing mentor’s role could be viewed as being a combination of teacher, assessor, expert in practice, provider of pastoral support and curriculum link ([Cooper et al., 2015; Gale et al., 2016; Nursing Times Contributor, 2014; Materne et al., 2017; McIntosh et al., 2014; Mead et al., 2011]).

**Purpose of the mentor**

There is recognition within the literature that the mentor acts as a role model, exemplifying good nursing practice, whilst also delivering and facilitating learning ([Barry et al., 2016; Foster et al., 2015; Gale et al., 2016; Henderson et al., 2012; Ness et al., 2010]). The allocated mentor holds responsibility for a number of areas whilst working alongside a student nurse: these include the induction and orientation to the placement setting, including general welfare (storage of belongings etc.) and orientation to fire exits and emergency equipment ([Royal College of Nursing, 2006]). They also take responsibility for arrangement of initial meetings and interviews, the timely completion of documentation, such as the learning contract agreement and the placement plan, and the facilitation of learning opportunities, teaching and assessment of clinical skills and the NMC expected competencies. Feedback is a further integral part of the role of the mentor, both in terms of communicating with the learner and colleagues who may be involved in supporting the learner, as well as with the university team ([Duffy, 2013; Foster et al., 2015; Ness et al., 2010; Walsh, 2010]). Whilst this is regarded as the role of the mentor, literature suggests that mentors often lack the confidence to provide feedback. This is concerning, as the mentor has already been identified as the central support function in the placement setting ([Duffy, 2013; Materne et al., 2017; Mead et al., 2011]).

Some placements utilise a team-mentoring system, whereby the learner works alongside the whole team to benefit from a range of experiences and ways of approaching the same task. However, the NMC still requires a named individual mentor to maintain overarching responsibility for the learning in that placement ([Nursing & Midwifery Council, 2008]). With the introduction of Practice Supervisors and Assessors, named individuals will still be necessary ([Nursing & Midwifery Council, 2018]).

**Experiences of students in practice**

It is acknowledged in the literature ([Hinton, 2016; Levett-Jones et al., 2015; Walker et al., 2014]) that the first placements a student nurse attends are a critical point and a time of high emotions. There are examples ([Baglin & Rugg, 2009; Collin et al., 2011; D'Souza et al., 2015; Flott & Linden, 2015; Ironside et al., 2014]) that characterise the student experience of mentoring as being both positive and negative. This is because, for many students, this is their initial experience of delivering care, and expectations and anxiety levels may be high.

Students sometimes observe that the placement learning is the means by which theory is translated into practice, helping to contextualise the university-based element of the course ([Helminen et al., 2014; Rylance et al., 2017]). They also suggest that the quality of the mentoring experience can make or break the placement overall ([Gillespie, 2017]). Some students may be allocated the most senior person in the department as their mentor, and in such cases frequently comment that they felt ignored or neglected, as
the mentor was too busy with other responsibilities. The literature regularly comments on the difficulty that can arise in relation to time pressures (Foster et al., 2015; Gale et al., 2016; McCallum et al., 2016; McIntosh et al., 2014; Moran & Banks, 2016; Thomas et al., 2015).

Students also speak of the frustration of busy and unpredictable environments that can impact upon the amount of time they spend with mentors, preventing such tasks as getting documentation and review interviews from being completed in a timely fashion (D’Souza et al., 2015; Duffy, 2013; Flott & Linden, 2015).

**Placement definitions**

Placement learning is seen as the process whereby knowledge and skills are acquired in the workplace by formal or informal means (Avis, 2010; Collin et al., 2011). The nursing literature suggests that approximately 80% of learning in the workplace occurs through informal processes, such as networking, coaching and mentoring as a direct result of work-related interactions (Collin et al., 2011; Doornbos et al., 2008; Felstead et al., 2005; Fenwick, 2008; Yeo, 2008). This involves learning in different contexts or through different activities from those encountered at the university.

However, there is minimal literature about how a student should prepare to learn in a placement (Cahill, 1996; Jokelainen et al., 2011; Royal College of Nursing, 2006). The Royal College of Nursing (RCN) toolkit for students offers practical advice, although this is somewhat dated and of limited use to students in preparing to learn as it offers suggestions such as making contact with the placement in advance to arrange shifts, and it again takes learning for granted. The nursing literature does not provide students with advice on how to learn whilst in the work-place, which is disappointing when the placement element constitutes a mandatory half of the overall learning experience.

**Methods**

Careful consideration was given to the most appropriate method for data collection, with group interviews, focus groups, observations and action research all considered.

Though a number of approaches to data collection would have been appropriate, small group interviews were felt to be the most effective as, with very new students, the ability to relate to peers within the interviews was seen as a positive, and as a way of validating their own early placement experiences (Denscombe, 2014). Small group interviews were also utilised by some of the studies that have been referred to within the literature review where they proved an effective method of data collection (Foster et al., 2015).

The group interviews were undertaken in a simulation room that was fitted with ceiling-mounted cameras. The ability to video record was of significance, as it afforded a number of benefits. The researcher was able to observe body language, which helped with the validation of responses (Kleinman & Copp, 1993). Video recording assists with the transcription process when using an audio recorder (Hepburn & Bolden, 2017). As the cameras were ceiling mounted, the group very quickly forgot they were there.

Bryman (2012) highlights the benefit of interviews and the ability to ask participants the same questions about specified subject matter. The research was intended to explore the views of those participating, so a grid of questions was used to ensure the interview retained focus but at the same time allowed flexibility to deepen my understanding of a response if needed. Bryman identifies errors that can occur in the interview process in relation to the interviewee misunderstanding the questions. Clarification was provided if a question was not understood by the participant. The questions that were used as prompts for the group interview arose from the themes identified within the literature review, namely:

- The role of the mentor;
- The purpose of the mentor;
- Experiences of being mentored in the clinical placement.
Ethical approval for this study was granted at tier two of the School of Education / College of Social Sciences ethics panel (University of Brighton, 2015). A participant information sheet was provided, and each nursing student participating signed a consent form.

Participants were student nurses, currently enrolled on the BSc (Hons) Nursing course to become a registered nurse. Seven students, recruited through a ‘convenience’ approach, took part in the group interview and were recruited from the newest cohort, to express the thoughts and opinions of experiences of being mentored in practice before they became more experienced and had developed confidence and resilience skills. A convenience approach was employed as this research was a pilot study, and student nurses were invited to participate to share their experiences of being mentored based upon their availability (Flick, 2014).

Standard thematic analysis was used to extract themes from the data, a recognised method of working with qualitative data (Saldaña, 2016). (Whilst it is acknowledged that other approaches to data analysis were available, e.g. grounded theory, they were not deemed appropriate as the literature review had identified directly relevant themes which would provide a framework for gaining insight into, and making sense of, the experiences of participants.) Thematic analysis within qualitative research is beneficial in that it pinpoints patterns or themes within the data that are helpful in describing the subject being focused upon, and has been successfully used in numerous studies linked with understanding experiences of learners (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Cahill, 1996; Courtney-Pratt et al., 2012; Houghton et al., 2013; Wallin et al., 2013).

The final stage of this process was to apply a theoretical lens to provide a deeper level of analysis, namely the Communities of Practice model and concept of Legitimate Peripheral Participation devised by Lave and Wenger (1991). The model was initially developed as a theory of learning but evolved to become part of the wider field relating to knowledge management. According to Wenger, learning is the key to human identity, and he views this through social participation. Nursing students seek to create their own identity, and interaction and engagement with a placement area or a community allows such processes to occur. Wenger notes that learners will hold a desire to develop skills if those they are interacting with have similar skills (Wenger, 1998; Wenger et al., 2002).

Findings

This section will examine the data collected and the literature in relation to the expectations of the nursing profession of mentoring in nursing placements.

Traditional mentoring role

In the small group interviews, participants spoke about the importance of a mentor to fill the roles of teacher, facilitator and role model.

My mentor was great – just the type of nurse I aspire to become.

My mentor was a fantastic teacher – they knew everything and I never felt afraid to ask questions.

My mentor became almost a friend – I was able to ask questions, and they had a knack of being there when I needed them, and a way of making sure I was in the right place at the right time to learn new things.

The literature review section has already identified these aspects of mentoring as being traditional. Surprisingly there was less attachment made to the role of the assessor. When assessment was mentioned, the main area of significance was that students noted that the mentor became "more serious". Participants spoke about expecting the mentor to provide a quality placement experience, and to ensure that the learning activities provided are relevant and aligned with the learning they perceive to be associated to the role of the nurse. The students’ expectations of their mentor aligns with the work of Billett (2001; 2002).
**Difficulty grasping ‘unstructured’ learning opportunities**

Billett (2001) argues that learning in the workplace is structured by historical, cultural and situational factors, which influence both the type and quality of learning. These factors have an effect on the activities that a learner participates in and through which they learn; this links to peripheral participation and Wenger’s work. For this reason, Billett states that learning in the workplace, or placement, cannot be labelled as ‘informal’. The participants in my study noted that the learning opportunities in practice occur often without notice, and that they felt they had to be in the right place at the right time:

> I found that I had to be quite adaptable. Sometimes I found out about opportunities to learn new skills or observe new things after they had happened.

> It took me a while to adapt to practice, as in the university the learning was clearly set out for us, it wasn’t the case in placement.

This second quotation is particularly significant. It suggests that whilst students rely on a mentor to undertake the role of teacher and facilitator, they struggle to adapt to the fact that learning is not always obvious in the same way that it is in the university setting, where clearly articulated learning goals are the primary focus of activity by lecturer and student.

**Belonging / acceptance within a team**

An area of significant correlation between the data and the literature is the theme of belonging, and which also aligns closely with the theoretical perspective of Communities of Practice. Although this was the shortest placement that the students would complete (five weeks), all of the participants spoke about the importance of feeling part of the wider team, and the significance of this for learning. The learners spoke about how, in the early part of the placement, time was spent trying to feel accepted and welcomed by the team, and wanting to make a good impression:

> I wanted the team to like me and to support me whilst I was on the ward.

> I didn’t want to be a burden to my mentor as I knew they were busy professionals, but it was important to my learning that I felt part of the team.

> This was a new experience to me, and I felt that I learnt much more once I had settled into the placement and grew more comfortable with the people around me, not just my mentor.

The participants attached importance to the process of making a good impression and not wanting to appear to be overly confident, and they wanted to ensure that they gained as much learning and new practical knowledge from their mentors as possible:

> Although I have worked on a ward before, I didn’t tell my mentor this as I wanted to be treated the same as someone with no experience.

> Although I didn’t need to, I made sure that I worked every shift with my allocated mentor, so that they had every opportunity to get to know my capabilities.

Although they spoke of being aware of not appearing overly confident, the body language observed when the participants were speaking spoke differently to me. I gained the impression that the concern was more about a lack of confidence at this stage, and that the support of the mentor was important to them to feel supported and to progress successfully through the placement. Confidence was a theme that arose throughout the interview, either directly or indirectly, and this manifested itself in a number of ways.

**Being part of a learning community – gaining meaning of the role of the nurse**

Conversely, students appeared to reject the suggestion that they learnt from day one in a tacit nature, and seemed not to appreciate how learning could take place informally through conversations with mentors and patients, or through the observation of others. The issue of time also arose in the interviews, and it
was evident that many of the group had not fully anticipated that their mentor’s primary role was to deliver patient care. Some were surprised by the sometimes limited time to be spent undertaking what they called ‘structured learning’. Whilst the group understood the reasons for this, there appeared to be no link made between the time made available for mentoring, and the more time-consuming role they had in the team. For example, some student nurses were allocated mentors who were senior in the team (e.g. manager / matron responsibilities), and others were more junior staff nurses.

I knew my mentor would be a busy person, but I was surprised at just how much they had to do – I was impressed by the way they juggled patient care and teaching.

My mentor was very busy all of the time, and I had to keep myself busy at certain times… they didn’t always have time for me… at least that is how it felt.

As I have suggested in the previous section, I would infer that student nurses almost expect there to be a structured curriculum in the placement setting. They have become accustomed to this in the early days of the course whilst in university and as such they could be seen as looking for an overtly structured learning process in practice. What they actually experience may be viewed by them as somewhat chaotic. This chaos may not be fully understood or interpreted until they feel they are fully settled in the team – at which point the strange begins to become familiar. A lack of structure may be viewed in the clinical setting, and students may need explanations of the roles held by the wider team. It seems that nursing students appear unable to identify opportunities to learn until they begin to understand the structure of the working practices in which those opportunities occur.

As adult learners, there is an expectation that students seek out learning opportunities and are responsible for directing their own needs. The data suggests that this requirement is very new to them, and that with time they will become accustomed to seeking out other members of the team. After one placement experience, there was clearly an expectation that the mentor would lead on all activities relating to the needs of the learner. This links to another theme that will be discussed later in this section relating to ‘surrogate parent’ roles. It also links to the work of Billett (1996) and his notion of a learning curriculum.

I would suggest that sometimes the focus of the student is less about developing their understanding of what it is to be a nurse and more about ensuring that what they perceived to be ‘structured’ learning was taking place. Interestingly, there was little mentioned in the group interview about getting skills signed off, or about assessment.

**Surrogate parenting**

One theme that was identified, but did not appear to link with the literature review directly, was the need for the mentor to play a ‘surrogate parent’ role. On a number of occasions, participants spoke of the need to be ‘looked after’ or ‘taken care of’, with the expectation that the mentor would act as the individual who would make arrangements and sort out any issues as they arose whilst in practice settings. Frequent mention was made of the expectation that the mentor should take the lead in the process of settling the student in to the placement, by leading on activities such as team introductions, arranging opportunities to spend time with other members of the multidisciplinary team, and leading on documentation. In this way, participants have expressed the traditional view of the teacher-learner relationship whereby the teacher makes learning explicit for the (childlike) learner. This contrasts with the view of the learner as adult, expected to take responsibility for their own learning.

The literature related to nursing appears to overlook this; it may be that studies tend to involve more experienced students, with a number of placements under their belt, whereas my study involved new students at the end of their first placement. Having considered this aspect at a deeper level, I would question whether they may be looking for a surrogate parent figure, or a mentor in the truest sense of the term. It was very evident from the ways in which respondents spoke that they expected their mentor to provide a close supporting role. This is recognised as regression in the literature, where there is a supporting ‘adult’ (mentor in this sense) available to mitigate any anxiety that may be held. For all the students interviewed, this was their first placement and from the language observed – both spoken and body positioning – it was clear that there was a level of anxiety for all:
I didn’t know fully what to expect, and… um, I was very nervous beforehand. I hoped that my mentor would be kind and would look after me.

I didn’t really sleep beforehand… and, err… I hoped that my mentor stayed with me and wouldn’t leave me on my own. That was my nightmare.

After a couple of shifts, I felt more comfortable, but I worried what would happen if my mentor called in sick. Who would look after me then?

This also aligns closely to Billett’s (2001) work in relation to being a newcomer in the workplace, and the challenges that this presents. He discusses the notion of the workplace or placement as a centre of inquiry, and the role ‘old-timers’ play in supporting newcomers to the setting.

Discussion and conclusion

In terms of the research question, the participants found the mentoring experience to be a positive one. Their feedback indicated that mentors were supportive in their roles, and were viewed by students as being very knowledgeable and as role models. It must be noted that the students involved in this study were very junior, having only participated in one placement of four weeks’ duration at the start of their course. As such, these views cannot be seen as representative of all students on the course, nor indeed of peers in the same cohort. It would appear that expectations of mentors were met, whilst noting that opportunities to spend quality time with mentors were limited. This aligned with the literature (Cooper et al., 2015; Gidman et al., 2011; McCallum et al., 2016; Thomas et al., 2015), as mentors are not allocated any protected time for their mentoring role and patient care is always their main priority.

The data collected demonstrated the importance a nursing student in the early part of their course attaches to feeling a sense of belonging. This was an aspect that had not been identified in the themes arising from the literature review, and was felt to be significant. The participants spoke of the key role that a mentor had to play in this process, and they felt that the mentors with whom they had worked were very effective in facilitating this process.

The students believed that learning took place once the feeling of belonging had developed and they felt part of the team in which they were placed. I hope that future research can further explore another aspect of this theme, that of identity. Student nurses find themselves in a position whereby they have to move between different identities. Whilst they are in the university setting, they regard themselves as students of the university. Once they move out into placements, they have to undergo a transformative process and act in a novice practitioner identity. This may be challenging and needs further exploration. Having spoken to new students within this study, I conclude that there is a need to provide students with training on how to undertake these varying roles. In the practice setting, student nurses are expected by their patients to deliver care and act in a professional fashion. Likewise, they need to be able to recognise learning opportunities that may not be overtly clear to them, especially as for many individuals, this may be their first time in a workplace environment.

Expectations of mentors centred on what may be termed ‘traditional’ elements of mentoring, those of teacher and guide, with the participants in this study not necessarily viewing their mentors as assessors. The data analysis noted the fact that it may be that novice nursing students view mentors in the ‘traditional’ teacher role. Literature (Rainbird et al., 2004) states that workplace learning is very different from learning in other settings, and in particular the process of learning in work is very different from learning in a formal education setting. For nursing students, they are forced to combine both from the outset of the course.

The data collected in this research demonstrates a need to better prepare student nurses for practice. This may be connected to the fact that a structured learning curriculum, with explicit learning outcomes, is not presented in the placement setting as it is in the university setting. As discussed previously, this links well with Billett’s work (1996) around a learning curriculum. If students need to see a more structured process of learning, with clear objectives set out in the early days, a mentor has a key role to identify such learning opportunities. Although the issue of limited time with mentors has already been identified, future
research may be beneficial in terms of exploring how spending time early in the placement creating a defined learning plan could help the student. The research highlights a healthy learning culture, denoted by a positive relationship between the mentors and nursing students involved in this study. Though a small study, and as a result the findings can be viewed as more limited, those interviewed stated that they felt supported and they valued the importance of a mentor in their education. There is a need for future research into this area, and in particular it would be prudent to explore the implementation of the new NMC roles – practice supervisors and assessors – in order to establish whether a student felt the level of support available to them had changed in any way.
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